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Abstract
Understanding user privacy preferences can be useful for designing and evaluating privacy interfaces, as well as developing personalized or automated privacy decisions and guidance. Yet, as users’ privacy preferences and decisions are contextual and nuanced, gaining an accurate picture of what users truly want is challenging. To explore this further, we describe a survey study to compare users expressed comfort, desired, and actual settings for Android app permissions. In this poster, we describe the study and preliminary results regarding the differences between users’ perceptions and decisions.

1. Introduction
One of the issues encountered in user privacy is understanding the level of privacy users actually want their privacy settings within an application to reflect. This problem is in part due to users who do not understand how data is used and shared based on their settings or permissions [2]. One method of determining user preferences is by asking for users expressed comfort with sharing different types of information and their expressed preferences for the currently offered settings. These can then be used to build a profile of privacy preferences and coach users on how to modify their settings to best reflect their desires [3][4]. However, there is a disconnect and level of uncertainty between users’ stated preferences and their actual behavior and privacy needs [1]. When faced with actual decisions in context, their preferences may be different or more nuanced. Users may also be unwilling or unable to modify settings to better match their preferences. Privacy preferences or behaviors can be used to determine default settings, personal profiles and recommendations for users, to examine other variables related to privacy desires or behaviors, and to design and evaluate privacy interfaces. As such, this leads to the question “How much does expressed comfort and stated preferences differ from actual behavior?” In this poster, we report on a survey study examining this question in the context of Android app permissions.

2. Method
Android allows users to grant or deny access to various app permissions, limiting what the app can access and do. Thus, Android mobile phone users are faced with a number of privacy decisions as they install and use applications. This study uses the context of Android apps to understand user preferences for permission settings to learn how and where permission preferences differ between expressed comfort, desired settings, and actual permission settings. The permissions classified as dangerous by Android that we considered were Calendar, Camera, Contacts, Location, Microphone, Phone, Call Logs, SMS, and Storage. We choose these permissions as participants were more likely to be familiar with what data each of these permissions request access to and how that data is used by apps.

We created a survey on Qualtrics and collected responses from Android users over the age of 18 recruited from Mechanical Turk workers with at least a 95% acceptance rating. In total, we gathered 100 responses, but after removing invalid participant responses, were left with 96 completed surveys. We first asked participants to name 5 apps they used regularly. We then asked questions for each app regarding comfort, desired settings, and actual settings for each of the 9 Android dangerous permissions. Participants were instructed on how to look up their actual permissions on their phone. We added an attention check question for each app regarding the memory size of the app to increase chances participants actually viewed the app settings and entered valid responses. Finally, we ended with several questions regarding changing permissions as well as demographic questions.

2.1. Survey Questions
The comfort question asked participants “How comfortable are you with [App Name] having access to each of the following permissions or capabilities on your phone?” This was evaluated using a Likert scale from 1-5, with 1 being uncomfortable and 5 being comfortable with sharing the permission. The desired permissions question asked participants “Which of the following permissions would you like to be turned on for [App Name]?” For each app, participants were shown a list of permissions and had to select each of the permissions they would want to share or indicate they would not like to share any permissions with the app.

The actual permissions question asked participants to “Please select each of the permissions you currently have turned on.” For this category, participants were shown a list
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of permissions that mimicked the appearance of the list of app permissions on their phone, within the limits of the Qualtrics software. Each participant then indicated which permissions they actually had turned on for each app or left all permissions turned off if they were sharing nothing with the app. We next asked participants how they thought the removal of a permission requested by the app would affect the functionality of the app. We also asked participants if they would make changes to their current permissions and why or why not. These questions were asked to gain insight into why preferences may differ from behavior.

3. Preliminary Results

Our goal is to investigate the patterns of where comfort, desire, and actual permissions are similar and differ. Participants were deemed comfortable with a permission if they rated their comfort level as a 3 or higher. All percentages were compiled using the self-reported permissions of users that were not adjusted to remove permissions which are not asked for by an app. Thus far we have compiled descriptive statistics regarding our participants and will use them to direct more quantitative analysis.

Figure 1 is a graph over all participants and apps (n = 96*5 = 480) of each permission and the percentage of users who reported actually allowing that permission, desired to allow the permission, and were comfortable with that permission. As seen in the chart, for the majority of the permissions, more participants granted access to permissions than wanted to grant access. This indicates that while many users would like to share less information with apps or grant access to fewer permissions, they do not remove access to permissions due to constraints such as the requirements of the apps or their own awareness and understanding of the permissions. What is also apparent in Figure 1 is that the comfort and desire differ for many permissions. In many cases, comfort is actually higher than desired permissions and actual permissions.

We also expected that participants would take into account what permissions were needed for a particular application to function. Thus, we are exploring differences within several categories of app type. Figure 2 shows the percentages for the 96 instances of social media apps, namely Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter and the permissions they commonly request. While the percentages differ a bit, overall, this graph reflects the same patterns as Figure 1.

4. Conclusion

Our results thus far indicate that users do desire to share fewer permissions than they are allowing, even in cases where they are comfortable with that app having access to that resource.
Thus, comfort does not appear to be the sole basis for permission decisions and may not be the best indicator of users’ privacy preferences. We note that the figures here include apps that do not ask for all permissions. Thus, actual permission settings include instances where users have no options to actually enable those permissions. However, users’ desired preference would be a more conservative indicator of privacy preferences, particularly if the functional permission needs of each app were addressed. We aim to continue to characterize and investigate these patterns of differences more fully, examining other categories of app, as well as analyzing the responses to the reasons for changing, or not, the permission settings. We aim to provide additional insight into understanding and using users’ preferences in privacy research.
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